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Abstract
Buffet/buffeting as load imposing mechanism on the base structures of space launcher has been of strong
interest ever since it was found as partially responsible for the failure flight 157 of Ariane 5. Several studies
suggested that the base region is most excited at Mach 0.8. A preceding study of the current series on
base flow effects revealed a differing excitation in comparison to the other subsonic Mach number cases.
It featured an especially pronounced excitation in the recirculation region. Thus, the current work attempts
to answer the question why this case appears to be distinct. This is done by decreasing the relative nozzle
length and focusing on the Reynolds stress distribution. The research question is approached by experiments
in the Vertical Test Section Cologne (VMK) on a base rocket model with supersonic, over-expanded exhaust
jet exposed to an ambient flow at Mach 0.8 and a Reynolds number of 1.4 ·106. Data is acquired by means of
particle image velocimetry (PIV). The results reveal that a most unfavorable configuration appears to exist,
which is if the mean shear layer reattachment takes place just on the tip of the nozzle.
1 Introduction
Buffet/buffeting as load imposing mechanism on the base structures of space launcher has been of strong
interest ever since it was found as partially responsible for the failure flight 157 of Ariane 5. Buffet circum-
scribes the excitation of aerodynamic forces in the wake and buffeting the structural response. In resonance,
the interaction between aerodynamic and structure loads can have disastrous consequences. The studies of
David and Radulovic (2005); Schwane (2015) have found that flow conditions are especially detrimental for
Ariane 5 in the transonic flow regime, in particular, at Mach 0.8.
The failure flight has triggered many studies to improve and extend the understanding of base flow phe-
nomena. Investigations on similar base geometry representations for Ariane 5 have been conducted by Wong
et al. (2007); Schrijer et al. (2011); Hannemann et al. (2011); Schwane (2015). On generic space launcher
configurations, the governing mechanisms for buffeting have been analyzed among others by Fuchs et al.
(1979), Depre´s et al. (2004), Deck and Thorigny (2007), Weiss et al. (2009), Weiss and Deck (2013), Schri-
jer et al. (2014), Scharnowski (2013), Scharnowski et al. (2015), Scharnowski et al. (2016), Statnikov et al.
(2016), Statnikov et al. (2017), van Gent et al. (2017b), and van Gent et al. (2017a). Statnikov et al. (2017)
extended existing knowledge about governing mechanisms by means of dynamic mode decomposition and
isolated three different modes of excitation in the base region: cross-pumping of the separation bubble and
cross-flapping and swinging of the shear layer.
Few of the references above are experimental and even fewer with a supersonic exhaust jet (Depre´s et al.,
2004; Weiss and Deck, 2013; van Gent et al., 2017b), meaning there is generally a lack experimental data for
validation. However, van Gent et al. (2017b) actually conducted a study which is comparable to the study at
hand, but with a different focus. They found that for similar overall conditions (geometry+flow conditions)
’neither an increase in nozzle length nor the presence of an exhaust plume was found to lead to a significant
change in the mean reattachment length’. Further, it was concluded that the plume ’cannot accurately be
modeled by replacing the plume with a solid geometry’.
The first statement cannot be generally supported by the predecessor studies of the current work. A
comparison between the jet-off - (Saile et al., 2019b) and jet-on-case (Saile et al., 2019a) shows clear differ-
ences when the jet is turned on. There, this was attributed to a base suction effect as previously described
by Schoones and Bannink (1998); Depre´s et al. (2004); Wolf (2013). The latter statement though can be
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Facility components and flow condition  
The vertical wind tunnel Cologne is a conventional 
blow down  facility simulating sub- and supersonic 
flow  conditions.  It  is  operated  intermittently  in 
accordance  with  the  storage  principle,  i.e.  com-
pressed air and heat is stored prior to the test and 
then  released  during  the  test  run.  Main  facility 
components are described in the following sections 
(Fig. 1). 
 
Fig. 1: VMK facility components. 
Before  storage,  air  is  compressed  by  centrifugal 
and piston compressors, and also dried in order to 
reduce  its dew point. The total volume of the five 
storage  vessels  is  1,000 cubic  meters  and  their 
maximum  allowable  pressure  is  60 bar.  A  quick 
reacting control valve is used to adjust the stagna-
tion pressure of the air supply to the desired flow 
condition.  
Because the air cools down when  it  is accelerated 
in the wind tunnel nozzle (converting potential into 
kinetic energy), the facility is equipped with two oil 
burners of 2,000 kW total capacity in order to pre-
heat  the  air  to  the  desired  temperature  level. 
Thereby, a stagnation temperature of up to 477 °C 
can be adjusted,  i.e.  static  temperatures of 15 °C 
can be reached for Mach numbers up to Mach 2.8. 
To  generate  different  flow  conditions  three  sub-
sonic  nozzles  of  184,  270  and  340 mm  diameter 
and  14  supersonic  nozzles  of  150,  230  and 
310 mm diameter in the Mach number range from 
1.57 to 3.23 are available (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2: Reynolds number range of VMK facility. 
The operating  range of  the “subsonic” nozzles  is 
limited on the one hand by reaching sound velocity 
at the throat and on the other hand by the control 
range of  the quick  reaction  valve. Till now, Mach 
numbers  from  0.5  up  to  0.95  at  very  good  Pitot 
pressure homogeneity were achieved (Fig. 3).  
 
Fig. 3: Pitot profiles at different locations down-
stream the nozzle exit at Mach number 0.8. 
At  the  throat  of  the  “supersonic”  nozzles  sound 
velocity  is  reached.  For  this  case,  the  operation 
pressure  is  normally  adjusted  so  that  the  static 
pressure in the jet is adapted to the pressure in the 
test  section,  i.e.  the  streamlines  leave  the  nozzle 
exit parallel to the mean flow direction. If the stag-
nation pressure is further decreased, the flow con-
stricts until  it  finally breaks down.  For pre-heated 
air, runs usually  last between 30 s and 60 s, while 
several  minutes  of  test  time  can  be  reached  for 
cold flow.  
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Figure 1: Schematic sketch of the VMK facility.
The location of the wind tunnel model is encircled
(in red) and the details of which are given in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: Sketch of the wind tunnel model with the
wind tunnel nozzle (blue), cold jet supply system
(green) and the chamber (red). The location in the
frame of the facility is given in Fig. 1. The graph
further shows the field of view (FOV ).
supported by one of the predecessor stu ies. Saile et al. (2019a) found an unexpectedly strong excitation
in the near-wake region at Mach 0.8, which is the motivation for the current work. The questions are as
following:
• Ho does this unexpected xcitati n react to a nozzle length change?
• Is it possible to identify the reason for this unexpected excitation?
Thus, the objective here is to study the dependency of the space launcher to different relative nozzle lengths.
More generally, the overarching idea is to provide data to the community as contribution for the development
of further design guidelines for space launchers.
As in the previous studies of this series (Saile et al., 2019b,a), this task is approached by conducting
experiments in the VMK n a base model representing generic space launcher configurations. The base
model geometry is modified from test to test by changing the nozzle length. Experiments are executed at
M ch 0.8 for a Reynolds number 1.4 ·106. Dat is captured by means of particle image velocimetry (PIV),
and the results mainly concern the ean and turbulent quantities for the velocity. To underline some points
in the course of the discussion, the probability density function (PDF) of a point just upstream of the nozzle
exit and selected instantaneous velocity distributions are shown.
The paper is structured as following: Hereafter in Ch. 2, the methods for data acquisition and analysis
are presented followed by the description of the results in Ch. 3. A conclusion and outlook is given in Ch. 4.
2 Methods
VMK (Triesch and Krohn, 1986; DLR, 2019; Saile et al., 2015), sketched in Fig. 1, is a blow-down type
wind tunnel featuring a vertical free test section for tests in the subsonic to supersonic range starting from
Mach 0.5 up to 3.2. The current experiments were conducted with a subsonic nozzle featuring an exit
diameter of 340mm.
The baseline wind tunnel model integrated in the subsonic wind tunnel nozzle is sketched in Fig. 2.
The main component of this base representation of a space launcher configuration is a cylindrical main
body with a cylindrical nozzle attached to its base. The first has a diameter of D = 66.7mm, the second of
d = 26.8mm. The smaller cylinder features a length of L = 80mm. The geometry mimics the main generic
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Figure 3: Technical drawing focusing on the chamber and nozzle geometry. Units are given in millimeter.
components of the Ariane 5 base with respect to its scaling (d/D∼ 0.4, L/D∼ 1.2). Further, the base plate
is 10.4mm downstream from the wind tunnel nozzle exit.
The baseline model described above is modified by attaching adapters of various lengths to the base. The
adapters are cylindrical bodies with the outer diameter of the main body and an opening with the diameter
of the nozzle. The adapters essentially reduce the relative nozzle length. Base adapters to generate the
following additional relative nozzle lengths have been applied: L/D = 0.45, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9 and 1.05.
The nozzle remains the same for all base geometries. It has a conical contour and to avoid the occurrence
of condensed oxygen in the cold exhaust jet, it was chosen to limit the expansion ratio to ε= 7.37, which is
equivalent to a nozzle exit Mach number of 3.59 for an isentropic expansion of air.
Upstream of the wind tunnel nozzle exit (Fig. 2), the wind tunnel nozzle (1) is equipped with support
arms (2) and (3), which have three tasks: First, they keep the wind tunnel model in place, second, one or
several supports can be used as access point for the harnessing of the sensors, and third, one support is used
for the air supply. The support arms converge in a central mounting (4) on top of which is the combustion
or reservoir chamber (5). The injector (6) and the nozzle (7) are exchangeable to realize various injection
conditions and nozzle exit conditions, respectively. The wind tunnel nozzle is equipped with two levels of
straighteners (8) downstream of the support arms to reduce perturbations.
The results of the previous study (Saile et al., 2019b) revealed that the Mach 0.8-case poses a limiting
case for the L/D= 1.2-configuration where base vortex region temporally exhibits a common interface with
the jet. Consequently, the investigation is restricted an ambient flow equal to Mach 0.8. The details of the
ambient flow are listed in Tab. 1, which are the exit Mach number MaC, exit velocity UC, exit Reynolds num-
ber ReC based on the diameter of the main cylinder. Additionally, the chamber pressure p0,b and temperature
T0,b of the wind tunnel model are listed. The exit Mach number was calculated under the assumption of an
isentropic expansion by means of the reservoir and ambient pressure; the velocity is directly taken from the
PIV results. Due to corrupted results just upstream in the vicinity of the base separation point, the ambient
flow (Tab. 1) was determined farther downstream from the base. The ambient flow is averaged over an area
between 0.15 < x/D < 0.2 and 0.7 < r/D < 0.8.
The preceding studies additionally provide data of the incoming boundary layer for Mach 0.8 and a
relative nozzle length of L/D = 1.2. Since only adapters have been added to the base of the space launcher
configuration, it is assumed that the changes regarding the incoming boundary layer are negligible. For more
details, please refer to Ref. (Saile et al., 2019b,a).
The PIV measurement setup features a minor difference regarding the field of view (FOV), but other
than that, the setup was kept just as in Saile et al. (2019a), meaning a classical 2D-2C setup was used.
The light sheet is generated with an Ultra CFR Nd:YAG laser system of Big Sky Laser. Each laser pulse
contains 190mJ at a wavelength of 532nm. The sheet thickness was in the range of 0.5mm. Perpendicular
to the laser sheet, a PCO1600 camera system by PCO AG was set up at a distance of about 200mm for
the acquisition of the particle images. The LabSmith timing unit by LC880 controls the trigger pulses
for both components with an accuracy of 100ps. The camera was equipped with the Makro-Planar 2/35
ZF lens by Carl Zeiss AG. The FOV to capture a global view of the wake is kept comparable to the one
used in Saile et al. (2019a). It resolves about 134× 100mm2. To accommodate for the base geometry
adaptation, the FOVs are equally shifted downstream with increasing base adapter lengths. Due to the
high depth of focus, the choice for the aperture setting has turned out to be unfortunate. The wind tunnel
Table 1: Free-stream conditions and reservoir conditions of the wind tunnel model
Run ID L/D MaC UC ReC p0,b T0,b [xvc,rvc]/D
[-] [-] [ms−1] [-] [MPa] [K] [-]
V163 1.2 0.79 257.5 1.4 ·106 3.31 286.1 [0.48,0.35]
V196 1.05 0.80 263.4 1.4 ·106 3.22 287.7 [0.58,0.36]
V191 0.9 0.79 261.5 1.4 ·106 3.25 289.2 [0.47,0.36]
V195 0.75 0.80 261.6 1.4 ·106 3.23 286.5 [0.5,0.36]
V177 0.6 0.79 265.1 1.4 ·106 3.23 282.4 [0.56,0.36]
V198 0.45 0.79 265.7 1.4 ·106 3.22 287.2 [0.53,0.36]
nozzle is faintly visible in the background of the raw images for occasionally weak seeding. For this reason,
results are not discussed in that flawed range, meaning if they are located upstream from x/D < 0.15 and
related to the incoming freestream (r/D > 0.5). The FOV for the relative nozzle length L/D = 1.2 is
exemplarily depicted in Fig. 2, which also shows the coordinate system originating in the symmetry axis
on the base. Seeding was accomplished with an in-house developed seeding generator providing titanium
dioxide particles. Titanium dioxide of the type K1002 from Kronos International, Inc. was used, which
exhibits according to the manufacturer a number based average diameter and density of dp = 0.23µm and
ρp = 3800kgm−3, respectively. The particles were injected into the flow at position ’A’ (Fig. 2). The jet was
not seeded.
The analysis of the images was executed with PIVview V3.60 by PIVTEC GmbH. The relative motion
between camera and wind tunnel model is negligible for this FOV and was consequently not corrected. The
selection the setting of image sampling is based on the experience and results of the preceding study without
jet (Saile et al., 2019b). In total, a number of 345 images per run were evaluated with a window size of
32× 16px2 with an overlap of 4× 4px2. In physical units, one interrogation window without overlap has
a size of 2.68× 1.34mm2 (V163). The multi-grid interrogation method with grid refinement was applied,
the Whittaker reconstruction (Raffel et al., 2007) was used for the sub-pixel peak fit and on the final pass, a
B-spline interpolation scheme of 3rd order was applied to cover the aspect of adaptive image deformation.
The data was not interpolated.
An uncertainty analysis has been executed which is based on an approach suggested by Lazar et al.
(2010). The analysis takes into account the equipment-related uncertainty, the uncertainty due to the particle
lag and the sampling uncertainty. The equipment-related uncertainty includes calibration and timing error.
The approach for the calculation of the sampling uncertainty is extracted from Benedict and Gould (1996).
The total uncertainty for the field of view FOV amounts to±3.0% with respect to the incoming flow velocity
UC. Further, the results have been checked for peak-locking, which in consequence was ruled out, and with
respect to the signal-to-noise ratio.
3 Results & Discussion
Next, the response of the mean flow field to nozzle length alterations is presented. Afterwards, in Ch. 3.2,
the focus is on the corresponding Reynolds stress fields. Then, in Ch. 3.3, the maxima of the Reynolds
shear stress are extracted. In Ch. 3.4, an attempt is made to associate this previously found dependency of
the Reynolds shear stress on the nozzle length to specific flow features. Last, hypotheses are discussed in
Ch. 3.5.
3.1 Mean Velocity Distribution
The impact of the nozzle length variation on the mean velocity distribution is assessed in the following.
The contour plots shown in Fig. 4 reveal that the reattachment process undergoes a significant change with
decreasing nozzle length. As already seen in Saile et al. (2019a), the ambient flow starts to interact with
the exhaust jet at about Mach 0.8 for the Ariane 5-like configuration with a nozzle length of L/D = 1.2.
Obviously, this tendency is intensified for shorter nozzle lengths. As indicator here for the reattachment or
starting point for interactions with the jet, one can use the stagnation streamline and the low speed corridor
spreading up- and downstream from the vortex center (exemplarily marked with a dashed arrow for the
L/D = 1.2-case). Note that these are mean velocity quantities, which consequently do not reflect a possible
temporary shear layer reattachment on the jet as it also takes place for the L/D = 1.2-configuration.
As stated above, for L/D = 1.2, reattachment predominantly takes place on the solid nozzle wall. For
1.05, the stagnation streamline and the low speed corridor move closer to the tip of the nozzle and coincide
with it for L/D = 0.9. Then, for L/D≤ 0.75, an overhang of the mean recirculation bubble can be noticed.
The mean axial flow in that region reverses while the stagnation streamline evolving from the shoulder of the
base still anchors at the nozzle tip. In the area of jet influence, the ambient flow experiences a realignment
and acceleration in the streamwise direction.
Figure 4: Velocity distribution with streamlines for the relative nozzle lengths L/D = 1.2, 1.05, 0.9, 0.75,
0.6 and 0.45.
3.2 Reynolds Stress Distribution
3.2.1 Axial Turbulence Intensity
The Saile et al. (2019a) has shown two regions as being highly turbulent. The first was attributed to the
motion of the shear layer, which is commonly observed by all base flow investigations, and the second, to
the ’dancing’ motion of the large scale, clockwise rotating, coherent vortex. In the following description
in the frame of Fig. 5, both regions are considered regarding the axial turbulence intensity content for the
investigated nozzle lengths.
The remains of the ’dancing’ vortex center are clearly visible (at [(x,r)/D] = [0.57,0.31]) along the
nozzle surface. The excitation in this region persists for the various shorter nozzle lengths, but the graphs
Figure 5: Normalized axial turbulence intensity distribution for the relative nozzle lengths L/D = 1.2, 1.05,
0.9, 0.75, 0.6 and 0.45.
do not reveal a clear dependency with respect to the nozzle length. For instance, an isolated and distinct
excitation is notable for L/D= 0.9, but the distinctiveness disappears for the other nozzle lengths. There, the
excitation from the shear layer is superimposed with the ’dancing’ vortex center excitation, which obstructs
a clear isolation of the two influences.
Generally, it can be stated that the shear layer excitation dominates. It increases with shorter nozzles,
reaches a maximum for L/D = 0.9 and decreases again for even shorter nozzles. The evolution here points
at the existence of a configuration which is most unfavorable regarding shear layer oscillations. This is a
discussion point pursued in the coming sections.
3.2.2 Reynolds Shear Stress
The Reynolds shear stress distribution is depicted in Fig. 6. It is presented with the same intention as the
axial turbulence intensity: To reveal regions of elevated turbulence with respect to their dependency on
the nozzle length. These regions can predominantly be found along the operating range of the shear layer.
There, the same tendency as for the turbulence intensity can be detected, meaning the level steadily increases
up to a nozzle length L/D = 0.9, decreases from there for larger nozzle lengths before seemingly reaching a
plateau. To quantify this behavior, the value at the ’center of gravity’ of the ’island’ with a Reynolds shear
stress level above 95% of the maximum value is extracted and listed in Tab. 2. As further observation it can
be stated that the effect of a ’dancing’ main vortex center is less pronounced in the Reynolds shear stress
distribution. Previous data presented in Saile et al. (2019a) already indicated that it predominantly affects
the axial velocity fluctuations.
Figure 6: Normalized Reynolds stress distribution for the relative nozzle lengths L/D= 1.2, 1.05, 0.9, 0.75,
0.6 and 0.45. The crosses ’x’ mark the locations of the Reynolds shear stress extraction for Fig. 8.
Table 2: The magnitude of the maximum Reynolds shear stress level (u′v′)max/U2C , its corresponding position
[(x,r)/D]∗ and the position of the vortex center [(x,r)/D]vc.
Run ID L/D [(x,r)/D]vc [(x,r)/D]∗ (u′v′)max/U2C
[-] [-] [ms−1]
V163 1.2 [0.48,0.35] [0.93,0.36] −0.0259
V196 1.05 [0.58,0.36] [1.00,0.34] −0.0249
V191 0.9 [0.47,0.36] [0.89,0.37] −0.0345
V195 0.75 [0.50,0.36] [0.89,0.33] −0.0304
V177 0.6 [0.56,0.36] [0.98,0.33] −0.0252
V198 0.45 [0.53,0.36] [0.92,0.33] −0.0138
3.3 Reynolds Stress related to the Nozzle Length
The previous trends regarding the turbulence intensity and Reynolds shear stress are now plotted in Fig. 7 as
function of the relative nozzle length. The level for both is extracted from the point determined as maximum
shear layer excitation (Tab. 2). The error bars are according to the 95% confidence interval as suggested
by Benedict and Gould (1996) for the sampling uncertainty. The influence of the nozzle length for an
axisymmetric configuration at Mach 0.76 with exhaust jet was also investigated by van Gent et al. (2017b)
and the corresponding results are included.
Fig. 7 now depicts clearly the increase of maximum Reynolds shear stress level and the turbulence
intensity location up to a nozzle length of 0.9. A further nozzle length increase seems to lead to a plateau at
a lower turbulence level. This observation correlates with the finding that the excited area appears to shrink
from a nozzle length of L/D = 1.05 to 1.2 (Fig. 6). In other words, it seems like the influence of the jet on
the reattachment process decreases, ergo turbulent excitations reach a plateau, if the exhaust jet is placed at
a location farther downstream.
Moreover, the current results also agree well with the findings by van Gent et al. (2017b). Please take into
consideration that both results are based on experiments, meaning both results rely on the given setup and
corresponding measurement uncertainties. In van Gent et al. (2017b), the wind tunnel model was supported
by a strut and the experiments were performed in a closed wind tunnel. Nevertheless, the axial turbulent
intensity is at a comparable level and it also features a maximal excitation for a nozzle length of L/D = 0.9.
For a longer nozzle, the shear layer reattaches on the mean at Lr/D = 1.1, meaning the strongest excitation
for that case is also reached if the configuration is as such that the mean shear layer reattachment takes place
in the vicinity of the nozzle exit.
3.4 Particularities of the Amplified Excitation
The observation regarding the impact of changing the nozzle length could be of practical relevance for the
design of space launcher systems. Obviously, the excitation of unsteady fluctuations in the base region is
not desired. The reason for the differences regarding the level of excitation must be found in the investigated
parameter space, which is the nozzle length only. That geometrical parameter is directly linked with the
location of shear layer impingement relatively to the nozzle exit, and is consequently investigated more
closely.
3.4.1 Probability Density Estimate
The impingement location of the shear layer is assessed by means of the probability density estimate of
the axial velocity component just upstream from the nozzle exit. The corresponding function is shown in
Fig. 8. Just upstream means ∆x/D = −0.01 upstream from the individual nozzle exits at a radial distance
of r/D = 0.225. The corresponding point is named P1 and is exemplarily depicted in the instantaneous
velocity distribution plots below (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). In Fig. 8, the diamond symbol and the thin line represent
the mean and median value, respectively.
Downstream pointing axial flow components are an indicator that reattachment takes place on the solid
nozzle surface. This is predominantly the case for L/D = 1.2. Additionally, it was shown in the preceding
study in Saile et al. (2019a) that this is the case where the shear layer starts interacting with the jet, which
is at Mach 0.8. The current data provides another confirmation for this previously made observation: For
L/D = 1.05, the axial flow component still points mostly in the downstream direction, but a significant
share also points in the opposite direction. Then, for L/D = 0.9, the median shows that the ratio between
upstream and downstream pointing axial velocity components is about equal. The tendency of diminishing
downstream pointing flow components continues for the lower nozzle lengths until for L/D = 0.6 they
become insignificant. In other words, the shear layer presumable does not reattach on the solid nozzle
surface for L/D ≤ 0.6. To conclude, the lowest excitations are found if the shear layer either completely
overshoots the nozzle or if it only reattaches on the jet. Further, the strongest excitation is found if the shear
layer reattaches on average at the tip of the nozzle.
3.4.2 Instantaneous Velocity Distribution
A temporary reattachment on the solid nozzle wall seems to be a common denominator for elevated turbu-
lence levels in the base region. In the following, instantaneous velocity distributions are used to approach
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Figure 7: The turbulence intensity and Reynolds
shear stress level in dependence of the relative nozzle
length.
Figure 8: Probability density estimate PDF of the
axial normalized velocity components sampled up-
stream from the nozzle exit at point P1. Diamond
markers and thin continuous line denote the normal-
ized mean and median axial velocity, respectively.
the causality behind that. Two instant scenarios of the configuration with a nozzle length of L/D = 0.45
are depicted as representative for the low turbulence case and three scenarios as representative for the high
turbulence case. The latter concerns the configuration with a nozzle length of L/D = 0.9. The scenarios are
chosen as such to reflect clear opposites in the spectrum of possible velocities at the point just upstream of
the nozzle exit P1 as given in Fig. 8.
Keep in mind that those instantaneous velocity distribution plots of the L/D = 1.2 configuration were
presented in Saile et al. (2019a) with the objective to identify the driver behind the high turbulence regions.
One was attributed to the large-scale, clockwise rotation vortex and the other to the shear layer motion.
With respect to the current considerations, it was found that the shear layer almost exclusively impinges on
the solid nozzle wall (at Mach 0.8). In other words, the recirculation bubble is on the verge of interacting
with the jet, but most of the time no connected interface between the two can be found. This configuration
corresponds to one end of the spectrum.
The configuration with a nozzle length of L/D = 0.45 reflects the other end of the spectrum: The recir-
culation is not enclosed by the base and nozzle wall, but always exposed to the jet environment independent
of the extent of the shear layer motion. The large-scale, clockwise rotating vortex is also visible for both
low turbulence cases as shown in the graphs of Fig. 9. The top and bottom graphs depict an exemplary low
and high axial velocity scenario (u/UC =−0.31 and −0.01). On a first glance, the large scale flow features
do not seem to be so different from what was observed for L/D = 1.2 in Saile et al. (2019a). For L/D = 1.2
though, the upstream traveling flow realigns along the nozzle surface. This is in contrast with at least one of
the current scenarios: While the flow still realigns along the jet for the scenario u/UC =−0.31, one can see
that the flow is directly inhaled and ejected due to the jet for the other scenario. Farther downstream, mass
appears to be ejected for both cases in the vicinity of x/D = 0.9. Further, both cases also indicate a mass
engulfing process into the recirculation region as part of the large scale vortex.
The high turbulence case with L/D = 0.9 shown in Fig. 10 is in between the above described configu-
rations. The graphs show three scenarios categorized by the direction and magnitude of the axial velocity
just upstream from the nozzle exit. The axial velocity of the top, mid and bottom instance in time is positive
(u/UC = 0.22), close to zero (0.04) and negative (−0.23), respectively. By means of the low speed corridor
(dark blue) or the vectors, one can recognize that shear layer reattachment takes place on the solid nozzle
wall (top), right at the tip of the nozzle (mid) and on the jet (bottom). A further contrast to the previous
results concerns the backwash due to the large, clockwise rotating vortex: The backwash runs along the
solid nozzle wall and is not exposed to ejection effects by the jet. To put it more simply, the backwash is
’protected’ from being inhaled and ejected by the jet.
Figure 9: Instantaneous velocity distribution for the
relative nozzle length of L/D = 0.45 with focus on
point P1 just upstream from the nozzle exit. The
top graph visualizes exemplarily a high axial velocity
scenario (u/UC = −0.01); the bottom graph a high
reverse flow (u/UC =−0.31) scenario. Every fourth
and second vector is shown in x- and r-direction, re-
spectively.
Figure 10: Instantaneous velocity distribution for the
relative nozzle length of L/D = 0.9 to exemplar-
ily visualize a positive (u/UC = 0.22), close to zero
(0.04) and negative axial velocity scenario (−0.23)
at point P1 just upstream from the nozzle exit. Ev-
ery fourth and second vector is shown in x- and r-
direction, respectively.
3.5 Summarizing Discussion on the Near-Wake Flows of Various Base Geometries
The previous study Saile et al. (2019a) attributed the high turbulent intensity patches in the contour plot
to either the ’dancing’ vortex center of the large, counter-rotating vortex or to the shear layer motion. The
current results also feature these intensified areas (Fig. 5) and due to the simililarities to the previous results
it seems safe to assume that the origin of the excitation sources remain the same. The question now is: What
are the special conditions for the unwanted increased turbulent intensity region for the relative nozzle length
of 0.9 (Fig. 7)?
The PDF of the velocity samples just upstream of the nozzle exit (Fig. 8) reveal that the L/D = 0.9-case
represents the configuration for which shear layer reattachment on the solid nozzle wall is equally frequent
as on the exhaust jet. On the mean, the flow directly reattaches on the nozzle tip without flow reversal as
for L/D < 0.9 and without impinging on the solid nozzle wall before as for > 0.9. This can also be seen by
means of the low speed corridor and stagnation streamlines in the average velocity distribution (Fig. 4).
It appears that two criteria must be given for a maximal excitation: First (criterion 1), the mean re-
circulation bubble must be frequently connected with the jet. This idea is equal to the image of an open
connection/interface between the base region and jet, or to the exclusion of the separated shear layer exclu-
sively impinging on the solid nozzle wall. Under these circumstances, the results indicate that some dynamic
exchange process is taking place, which in turn feeds turbulent excitations in the recirculation bubble. A
symptom of which seems to be the ’dancing’ main vortex center. Statnikov et al. (2017) suggested a cross-
pumping motion where a vortical structure is shed from the main vortex every time the separation bubble
is close to the nozzle exit. In fact, the POD of the current data set suggests as dominant POD mode such
a vortex shedding process (addressed in Saile (2019)). Such a vortex shedding process essentially equals a
mass loss from the base region. The jet is known to eject mass from the base region, which is also often
called entrainment or base suction (e.g. Schoones and Bannink (1998); Depre´s (2003); Wolf (2013)).
But, the turbulent excitation does not increase continuously with an increasing interface to the jet (or
decreasing nozzle lengths). Consequently, there must be a second aspect, which introduces a dampening
effect. The instantaneous velocity distributions for the relative nozzle length L/D = 0.45 (Fig. 9) show that
the excitation decrease correlates with mass flow ejection from the large, clockwise rotating vortex. For
the larger nozzle length L/D = 0.9 on the other hand (Fig. 10), the backwash induced by the vortex travels
unhindered upstream along the solid nozzle wall. Thus, it appears that the excitation becomes maximal if
the large, clockwise rotating vortex impinges on the nozzle wall only such that the complete energy and
mass of that engulfing vortex is transferred to recirculation bubble. The description of the latter forms the
second criterion (criterion 2).
It is hypothesized now that the L/D = 0.9 configuration at Mach 0.8 poses a scenario for which the
vortex-shedding driven entrainment by the jet and mass supply by the engulfing large, clockwise vortex is
maximal. Obviously, the design goal for a space launcher is the opposite: the minimization of dynamic
processes and inherent base pressure fluctuations. Thus, the occurrence of such a circumstance should be
avoided.
The plateau regarding the turbulent quantities for nozzle lengths larger than L/D = 1.05 (Fig. 7) is ad-
dressed as last point. It appears reasonable that a plateau is reached if reattachment predominantly takes
place on the solid nozzle wall. Then the reattachment conditions are less and less influenced by the down-
stream environment. A predominant reattachment on the solid nozzle wall is found for a nozzle length
L/D≥ 1.05 (Fig. 8). The region of increased Reynolds stresses is more confined for L/D = 1.2 in compar-
ison to 1.05 (Fig. 5), which might be a consequence of a reduced base suction effect due to the increased
distance from the entrainment source, ergo having a larger relative nozzle length.
4 Conclusions and Outlook
The research question of the current section considers the impact of the base geometry. Inherently, it revolves
around the excitation mechanism of base flow that finally leads to buffet/buffeting for space launchers. The
path of this section followed the traces of the preceding studies Saile et al. (2019b,a), which found for a space
launcher configuration with a relative nozzle length of L/D = 1.2 at Mach 0.8 a limiting case: Under these
conditions the near-wake/base flow starts to interact occasionally with the supersonic and over-expanded
exhaust jet. The question now was what happens to the excitation, specifically to the Reynolds stresses, in
the wake if the interaction is further enforced by decreasing the relative nozzle length. Correspondingly, this
corresponds to a parametric study, which investigates the influence of the base geometry on the turbulent
properties in the near-wake.
This question was approached experimentally by executing tests in the VMK on a wind tunnel model
representing the base of a space launcher. The experiments here were exclusively executed at Mach 0.8 and
at a Reynolds number of 1.4 · 106 for six different generic base geometries. The relative nozzle length has
been enlarged by intervals of ∆L/D = 0.15 from L/D = 0.45 to 1.2.
The main result concerns the existence of a presumably most unfavorable base geometry regarding the
excitation of unsteady fluctuations in the base region. This is indicated for L/D = 0.9. For this config-
uration, upstream pointing velocity fluctuations are as frequent as downstream pointing fluctuations. It
further corresponds to the configuration for which the reattachment on the mean does not take place along
the solid nozzle wall, but just at the tip of the nozzle (without overhang). Moreover, it was hypothesized
that an engulfment-entrainment process driven by a large-scale vortex and the jet is the driver for the rela-
tively strong fluctuations. Consequently, it appears recommendable to avoid such a configuration due to its
presumable impact as loads on the base structures of the space launcher.
In the future, it is planned to publish the results of the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) analysis
applied on the current data set to present the dominating motions in the base region. Data is available
for various subsonic Mach numbers and for configurations with and without exhaust jet. The objective is
to analyze the dependency of excited states to these parameters. Additionally, pressure data of the same
configurations have been evaluated. Thus, a publication to show the spectral contents and periodic patterns
is equally foreseen.
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